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SUSY searches at CMS!
•  With current integrated luminosities (~ 36 pb-1 for 2010, ~240 pb-1 2011) the  

focus lies on inclusive topology oriented searches.#

•  Production: Pairs of squarks / gluinos 

•  Decay charactaristics:!
–  Colored Sparticles decay into  

colored SM particles  high jet multiplicities!
–  Assuming R-parity conservation: All Sparticles decays lead to a Lightest SUSY 

Particles (LSP) which is stable  missing energy (MET)  #

•  Details of production rates & decay chains depend strongly on SUSY model#
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SUSY searches at CMS!
•  Signatures covered by SUSY analysis groups at CMS (MET + Jets + X)#

–  Hadronic (MET + jets)#
•  Jet momentum balance, Razor, Inclusive MHT#

–  Leptonic (MET + jets + lepton)#
•  single leptonic#
•  same-sign di-leptonic#
•  opposite-sign di-leptonic#
•  tri-leptonic#

–  Photonic (MET + jets + photon)#
•  di-photons#
•  photon + lepton#

•  All analysis are designed to avoid large overlap with each other. 
 will allow combined results#

•  Dedicated extensions with focus on b-quark production are ongoing  
 first result MET + (b)-jets is already available…#
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•  Mass splitting can lead to light 3rd generation squarks (depending on the 
values of the trilinear couplings and tanβ):#

–  sbottom#
–  stop#

•  stop or sbottom are good candidates for a lightest charged SUSY 
particle!

–  in this case those partices will be produced frequently 
 both decay to b-quarks.#

–  requiring b-jets in final event selection increases discovery potential!#

•  EWK & QCD background largely suppressed#
–  QCD has no MET and little b, Z → bb has no MET#
–  W+jets has MET little b "
 Remaining background sources from EWK & QCD: #

→  jet-pT mismeasurement (→ fake MET) #
→ misidentified b-jets#

SUSY searches with focus on heavy flavor!
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αT charactarizes the jet-momentum imbalance.#

•  In events with 2 jets:  
 Perfect QCD di-jet event has αT~0.5  
 jet mismeasurement: αT<0.5  #

•  Can be generalized to ≥ 3 jets:  
ΔHT ... pT difference between 2 pseudo jets#

–  Pseudo jets are selected such that  
ΔHT becomes minimal#

#Missing HT (MHT) #

αT – A kinematic variable!
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A hadronic search with αT!
•  Depends on performance of kinematic variable αT"

–  αT  is very effective to reject QCD-background#

•  Signal selection:!
–  hadronic events only (lepton / photon veto)#
–  all jets considered have pT > 50 GeV#
–  1st & 2nd jet pT > 100 GeV#
–  HT > 350 GeV,#
–  αT > 0.55#

•  Simple and robust  
 useful for “early data”#

•  Analysis was extended  
to search specifically for b-quarks in  
SUSY decay chains 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Sources forαT>0.55!
•  Real MHT!

–  Neutrinos from EWK, ttbar#
–  LSPʼs from SUSY#

•  Artificial MHT in QCD!
–  multiple jets falling below pT-threshold of 50 GeV  

 Control variable Rmiss.  
Rejecting events were MHT significantly differs from MET#

–  drastic mismeasurement of a single jet 
caused e.g. by dead ECAL regions (<1%) 
 Control variable Δϕ*.  
Events with Δϕ* < 0.5 and the corresponding jet close to a masked ECAL cell are 
rejected.#
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•  Combined Estimation Method 
(QCD, EWK, ttbar)#

–  use extrapolation of event count ratios RαT = NαT > 0.55 / NαT < 0.55  
in control regions with low HT#

–  αT > 0.51  
Numerator of RαT dominated by QCD  
 fake MHT from jet-mismeasurement  
decreases with HT.#

–  αT > 0.55  
QCD negligible, EWK & ttbar dominant 
 real MHT gives constant RαT over HT#

–  Method was cross-checked by two alternative  
estimation methods (W→μν, γ+jets for Z→νν) 

Background Estimation!
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•  Reasons for a b-tagging:!
–  Reduction / simplification of backgrounds 

(QCD, EWK)#

–  For b-rich SUSY models sensitivities are enhanced#

–  CMS possesses powerful b-tagging algorithms#

–  Lower background is particularly important  
in case an excess is observed  
 significance for discovery could be increased 

•  Main differences to inclusive analysis:!
–  At least one jet must be identified as b-jet 

 ttbar becomes the dominant background#

–  dominant systematic uncertainty comes from b-tagging efficiency#

A Search with b-tags based on the  
αT-technique!
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•  Main characteristics for B-hadron decays!
–  long lifetime#
–  high semi-leptonic BR#
–  high mass of decaying particle#
–  on average four reconstructed secondary tracks.#

•  Live time related observables:!
–  Impact Parameter (IP):  

Signed distance of closest approach between a track 
and the primary vertex (PV).!

•  IP-significance (IPsig):  
IP/σ(IP) makes tracks with different  
resolutions comparable#

–  Secondary Vertices (SV):!
•  Vertices identified by an Adaptive Vertex Finder/Fitter  

which are clearly distinct from the PV.#
•  Also invariant mass of SV can be taken into account. 

b-tagging Algorithms at CMS!
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•  b-tagging Algorithms for early data:!
–  chosen to be robust against detector effects (misalignment)#
–  some algorithms are adapted to a High Efficiency or Purity region (HE / HP)#

–  Track Counting (TC): 
Jet is identified when it has N tracks  
with IPsig > S associated.#

•  N=2 (HE), N=3 (HP)!

–  Simple Secondary Vertex (SSV): 
Based on the reconstruction of a SV 
with N tracks.#

•  N≥2 (HE), N≥3 (HP)!
–  Jet Probability (JP): 

based on the probability that all tracks are  
compatible with the PV !

–  Lepton based: 
Lepton associated to jet#

b-tagging Algorithms at CMS!
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•  Differences in signal selection:!
–  basically none …#
–  except 1 b-tagged jet with |η| < 2.4  

(TCHP > 3.41 corresponds to the tight WP)#

•  Background estimation methods:!
–  Inclusive Method:  

relies again on fraction RαT = NαT > 0.55 / NαT < 0.55  
using a single HT control region (250 – 350 GeV)#

•  Prediction αT > 0.55 && HT > 350: 
NαT > 0.55(350) = RαT(250,350)*NαT < 0.55(350) 

 NαT > 0.55(350) =  

systematic uncertainty estimated from difference  
in RαT(250,350) between loose and tight b-tag sample#

–  Estimation is validated by two exclusive estimations#
•  Z→μμ for Z→νν#
•  ttbar#

αT with b-tags (continued)!
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•  Systematic uncertainties on the signal selection efficiency!

  b-tagging efficiency becomes leading uncertainty!!! 
reason is low statistics at high jet-pT → will improve with more data#

αT with b-tags – Systematic Uncertainties:!
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Source Uncertainty (%) 
Luminosity 11% 
JES 3.5% 
Jet Energy Resolution 1% 
Trigger Efficiency 1% 
MHT/MET < 1.25 2% 
Inactive ECAL cleanup 3% 
Lepton/Photon Veto 4% 
b-tag Efficiency 20% 
Total 24% 
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•  Selection of sample for  
Tag & Probe method:!

–  jet1: b-tagged jet (loose) (Tag)!
–  jet2: jet containing a muon (Probe)#
–  ΔR(jet1, jet2) > 1.5#
 Protection against gluon splitting#

•  prel
T … transverse momentum of muon 

relative to jet-axis!
-  discriminates between b-jets and light flavour jets#
-  templates for b- and cudsg-prel

T distribution  
are fitted on data#

 Resulting fractions are used to determine  
b-tagging Efficiency!

αT with b-tags -Estimation of  
b-tagging efficiency!
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•  1 Candidate Event                       Estimated:!
–  αT = 0.556#
–  4 jets (pT > 50 GeV)#
–  1 tight b‐tagged jet 

(TCHP = 13.6)#
–  HT=457 GeV#
–  MET = 212 GeV, φ = 2.35#
–  MHT = 263, φ = 2.20#

•  Also candidate event of  
inclusive αT analysis #

αT with b-tags – Candidate Event!
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•  Comparison of exclusion limits!
–  Inclusive analysis is in general superior to b-tagged extension#
–  Extension performs better for high tanβ and high m0#
–  Beyond standard CMSSM benchmarks, analysis adds sensitivity for b-enriched 

models.!

Exclusion Limits!
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•  First SUSY analysis by CMS based on b-tagging. 
More will follow…#

•  This analysis reports about 2010 data only (~ 36 pb-1)#

•  At the moment amount of data rapidly increasing (~ 240 pb-1 in 2011) 
Also luminosity still increases rapidly. #

•  We hope to find an excess soon!#

•  In case an excess is observed, a measurement of 3rd generation fermion 
fraction will allow to draw conclusions about the flavor structure of the new 
physics.#

Conclusions!
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•  CMS Physics Analysis Summary SUS-10-011: A Search for New Physics in b-tagged dijet and 
multi-jet events with Missing Energy in pp collisions at 7 TeV#

•  CMS Physics Analysis Summary BTV-10-001: Commissioning of b-jet identification with pp 
collisions at Sqrt(s) = 7 TeV#

References!
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Backup 
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